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Goal 

Ensure product quality by verifying, evaluating and improving supplier product quality and internal 

production processes, before serial production. 

 

Place in the organization 

 

The Quality Technician is part of Quality Assurance AMS; Production & Procurement Division. 

 

RESULT AREAS 

 
Verification and evaluation 

- Preparing and creating PPAP files (internal and external provided products) 

- Preparing product verification plans such as balloon drawings, FAI measurement reports, 

Appearance Approval Reports, UT test reports, material test reports, etc. 

- Act as expert during discussions about measuring methods and datum frames with QA, Engineering, 

Procurement and Suppliers if needed. 

- Executing verification plans, such as balloon drawings, FAI measurement reports, Appearance 

Approval Reports, UT test reports, material test reports, etc. 

- Evaluate results and draw-up recommendations in close operation with the QA, Supplier Quality. 

 
Internal production processes and products 

- Participating (supporting role) new/change product projects initiated by PE. 

- Preparation of verification plans such as balloon drawings, FAI measurement reports, Appearance 

Approval Reports, UT test reports, material test reports, process audit plans, process sign off, etc 

- Verify (check, measure, inspect, audit) and evaluate (judge) new and changed internal production 

processes (process audits / Process Sign Off). 

- Verify (check, measure, inspect) and evaluate (judge) new and changed complete machines (First 

Article Inspection / trial). 

 

Manager Quality Assurance 

 

Quality Technician 

General Manager Quality 

Assurance 

 

QA Worker 

Supplier Quality 
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Supplied products 

- Participating part localisation projects (supporting role) 

- Preparation of verification plans, such as balloon drawings, FAI measurement reports, Appearance 

Approval Reports, UT test reports, material test reports, etc 

- Verify (check, measure, inspect) and evaluate (judge) new and changed parts (First Article Inspection / 

FPI). 

 
General 

- Disseminate an open and result driven quality culture. 

- All tasks within QA. 

 

 

Leading Authority 

Not Applicable 

 

FEATURES 

 

Communications (also in the English language) 

- QA, work closely with QA Worker - Supplier Quality about evaluation and verification activities. 

- Procurement, participating in localization meetings. (supporting role) 

- Production, to discuss findings Process Sign Off. 

- Engineering, to discuss measurement and test methods. 

- Production Engineering, to discuss findings Process Sign Off. 

- Suppliers, to discuss measurement methods and corrective actions. 

 

Authorities 

- Creating, executing and evaluating First Article Inspections (FPI & Trial). 

- Creating, executing and evaluating PPAP files. 

- Creating, executing and evaluating Production Processes (Process Sign Off) 

- Updating SAP data. 

- PPAP approval structure 

(1) Quality Technician  (2) QA Worker – Supplier Quality  (3) Manager QA 

 

Responsibilities 

- Disseminate an open and result driven quality culture. 

- Ensuring PPAP planning (SAP) is met. 

- Perform and report FAI and PPAP results. 

- Work in close cooperation with QA Worker – Supplier Quality to define priorities and follow-up. 

- Perform Process Audits and report Process Sign Off. 

 

Required knowledge and competences 

See the competence matrix 

 


